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Dear Sourcerer, 

Today you received this gift. It is offered as a ‘Source of Inspiration’ in the areas of philosophy, spirituality, science and art. 
The gift is facilitated by a contributor who sourced forward our initiative. Its content is known as the Cosmic Principles of 
‘Balance in Motion’, ‘Unity in Multiplicity’ and ‘Order in Chaos’ and offers another perspective on ‘reality’. It is a ‘knowing’ 
that in ancient times formed the Key Stone for both individual and societal well-being through harmonic growth. The 
ancient ‘Source Code’ can facilitate each of us on our Path of Life, our interrelated and connected Tao’s. Its sharing allows 
for the creation of a global level playing field including all parties and factions known. The Source Code is the key of a global 
initiative the purpose of which is World Peace and Abundance for All in a harmonic relationship with our collective home, 
the beautiful Gaia. This gift to you is to facilitate you. You are important to us because how each of us thinks and acts has 
an impact on the whole. Therefore we seek your participation and would love to share experiences, insights and 
viewpoints.  

This Planet and all that are living in, on and above it suffer because of Mankind’s repetitive and unconscious behavioural 
patterns. Behaviour that results from a feeling of disconnectedness and a strong fear for scarcity and for the unknown. 
“People will do anything, no matter how absurd, to avoid facing their own Souls”, said Carl Gustav Jung. By now, many of us 
have personally experienced that how we behave(d) and act(ed) towards ourselves and our surrounding is or was self-
destructive. Nuclear, toxic and medical pollution, animal agriculture, deforestation, overfishing, oil-based fertilizers and 
chemical based pesticides, pelagic marine debris, intoxicating GMO’s, enslavement, ‘divide and conquer’ wars, pre-emptive 
strikes and many deliberately destabilizing acts of terror and false flag operations. When is enough really enough? When 
will we see through the apparent chaos and disconnectedness? What is needed for Mankind to come to other 
understanding? 

Through a better understanding of who we are and what the ‘Great Invisible’ is, we can increase our appreciation of and 
respect for the beauty and divinity of both the process and the manifestation of which we are part of. This process is known 
as the Awakening of Mankind in the uncovering Time of the Apocalypse. The implicit assumptions that define the box within 
and the glasses through which many generations were taught to observe, experience and contribute, will and have to be 
reconsidered to offer us an alternative perspective. Yes, it is easy to look the other way and/or deny what is going on, yet 
individual and collective challenges do not disappear by doing so. They grow in visibility until they can no longer be denied. 
We therefore need to ‘reinvent’ ourselves. Albert Einstein said: “We can’t solve our problems with the same level of 
thinking we used when we created them. We must learn to see the world anew”. Therefore we should facilitate connecting 
ourselves with the more refined realms of our consciousness where all solutions to today’s challenges are available. 
Fortunately more and more people are looking for, working on and manifesting these solutions. What more experienced 
teachers than Life Itself, Mother Nature, the ancient Sources of Wisdom and our ‘Selves’ to help us remembering what was 
forgotten about for so long. 

In servitude to the Self and the Collective that we are part of, as what we do for the part facilitates the whole and what we 
do for the whole facilitates the part, we facilitate through open source sharing. We hope you will spend some time studying 
this gift remembering the wise words of Leonardo da Vinci that “simplicity is the ultimate sophistication”. Enjoy the magic 
that is the result of your own creative power. 

For more information and if you wish to partake in this ‘source it forward’ initiative to inspire your friends and relatives, 
please visit our website www.sourcererscode.com. All is One, this One is in All. 

Homo Illuminatus, our warm regards, 

 

  

 

 

Gert Kramer      Mascha van der Graaff 


